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In relativistic heavy-ion collisions, the properties of quark-gluon plasma (QGP) and com-10

plex dynamics of multi-scale processes in Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) are studied11

by analyzing the final state produced particles in a variety of different ways. In these12

proceedings, we present an overview of new detailed measurements of flow, chirality, and13

vorticity by the STAR experiment at RHIC. Furthermore, STAR’s future opportunities14

for the precision measurements on small systems, fixed-target (FXT) mode, and Beam15

Energy Scan (BES-II) program are discussed.16
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1. Introduction19

The initial conditions and dynamics of a hot and dense phase of QCD matter, the20

strongly interacting QGP,1,2 is naturally created in the nuclear collisions at the Rel-21

ativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) and the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). After22

the collision, the subsequent fluid motion and the expansion of QGP flow hydro-23

dynamically,3–5 later on the QGP turns into a lower-temperature hadronic phase.24

Thus, such nuclear collisions offer an ideal environment to explore fundamental25

physics. During the QGP fireball expansion, spatial anisotropies in the initial state,26

lead to final state momentum anisotropies. The large azimuthal modulations in the27

final distributions of the produced particles, known as collective flow phenomena,28

are typically characterized by Fourier coefficients.629

It is also of fundamental importance to explore and understand the topological30

and electromagnetic properties of QGP. In the early stage of the nuclear collisions,31

a strong electromagnetic field exists and could induce an electric current along the32

direction of the strong magnetic field B for chirality imbalanced domains with a33

nonzero topological charge inside the hot chiral-symmetric QGP, which is known34
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as Chiral Magnetic Effect (CME).7–11 The search for the CME, in such a unique35

micro-universe environment created by relativistic nuclear collision experiments,36

has been pursued for more than a decade.37

The non-central heavy-ion collisions have large orbital angular momentum that38

could result in strong fluid shear and nonvanishing local fluid vorticity.12,13 In such39

vorticity of the fluid cell, the spin-orbit coupling effect could lead to preferential ori-40

entation of particle spins along the direction of local fluid vorticity.14,15,19 The first41

measurement of final state Λ hyperon polarization by STAR16 sheds light on such42

vortical structure and its transport properties. Measurements of Ξ and Ω hyperons43

polarizations,17 Λ-hyperon polarization at lower BES energies and FXT collisions,18
44

and the theoretical model calculations14,15,19–22 are crucial for understanding the45

vorticity and polarization phenomena.46

In these proceedings, we present recent measurements of the flow, chirality,47

and vorticity measurements by the STAR experiment at RHIC, and discuss future48

opportunities.49

2. Flow and Fluctuations50

2.1. Anisotropic Flow in Small Systems51

The origin of a sizeable azimuthal anisotropy in small systems is still un-52

known, although the anisotropic flow for different harmonics and different particle53

species have been extensively measured via two- and multi-particle correlations at54

RHIC23–25 and the LHC.26–28 Some of the unsolved questions in understanding the55

behavior of small system collisions are 1) what determines the initial geometry? 2)56

what is the connection between initial state and final state correlations? 3) what57

are the roles of nucleonic and sub-nucleonic fluctuations?58

Fig. 1. Comparison of v2,3(pT ) values in the central p/d/3He+Au collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV

with the calculations from Sonic,31 Supersonic,32 and IP-Glasma+MUSIC+UrQMD33 calcula-

tions.
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Figure 1 shows v2,3(pT ) from template-fit method30 and the comparisons with59

Sonic,31 Supersonic,32 and IP-Glasma+MUSIC+UrQMD33 calculations. The mea-60

surements from STAR Collaboration show a hierarchy: vp+Au
2 < vd+Au

2 ∼ v
3He+Au
261

and vp+Au
3 ∼ vd+Au

3 ∼ v
3He+Au
3 . The Sonic calculations with initial geome-62

try eccentricity from nucleon Glauber model predict the v2 well but under-63

predict v3 in p/d/3He+Au collisions. After including the pre-equilibrium flow,64

the Supersonic calculations match the vn better. The calculations from the IP-65

Glasma+MUSIC+UrQMD model with sub-nucleonic fluctuations over-predict the66

v2, while it reproduces the v3 in the three collision systems.

Fig. 2. Comparison of v3(pT ) measurements obtained by STAR and PHENIX in the central

p/d/3He+Au collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV. The solid lines in the top panels represent a fit to

the STAR data. The bottom panels show the ratio of the respective data to this fit.

67

Figure 2 presents the measurements of v3(pT ) from non-flow subtraction68

method34 in the central p/d/3He+Au collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV at STAR,69

and are compared to published PHENIX measurements.29 v3(pT ) shows a reason-70

able agreement in 3He+Au collisions between STAR and PHENIX. However, within71

the statistical and systematic uncertainties, there is a factor 3 - 4 discrepancy in72

p/d+Au collisions between STAR and PHENIX measurements. STAR results imply,73

the fluctuation-driven v3(pT ) is system-independent. Future measurements includ-74

ing proper nonflow treatment, enhanced detector acceptance, and various other75

collisions, such as O+O, could provide additional constraints and insights on the76

origin of the near-perfect fluidity in QGP in small system collisions.77
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2.2. Flow Correlations with Mean Transverse Momentum78

The correlation between flow harmonics (vn) and the mean transverse momen-79

tum ([pT ]), estimated by using a Pearson correlation coefficient ρ(v2
n, [pT ]), is80

recently proposed to reveal interesting information both on the correlations in81

the initial state between the geometric size and the eccentricities, and on the82

correlations of the strength of the hydrodynamic response with the flow coeffi-83

cients.35 In relativistic heavy-ion collisions, the shape and size of the QGP may84

depend on the fluctuations and the shape of the colliding nuclei where the spa-85

tial distribution of nucleons is often described by a Woods-Saxon density profile:86

ρ(r, θ) = ρ0

1+e[r−R0(1+β2Y2,0(θ)+β3Y3,0(θ))/a0] , where ρ0 denotes the nucleon density at87

the center of the nucleus, R0 = 1.2A1/3 is the nuclear radius, and a0 is the surface88

diffuseness parameter (known as skin depth). Yn,0(θ) (n=2,3) are spherical harmon-89

ics. Therefore, ρ(v2
n, [pT ]) is of particular interest is to distinguish the information90

of the initial geometry effect induced by the nuclear deformation.36,37

Fig. 3. Elliptic flow as a function of the average transverse momentum in ultracentral Au+Au

collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV and U+U collisions at

√
sNN = 193 GeV. Comparisons of

TERNTo+Fluctuation38 are also shown.

91

In the hydrodynamic calculations, elliptic flow (v2) emerges as a response to the92

initial eccentricity with v2 = k2ε2. This leads to an enhanced fluctuations of the93

observed v2
38–40 in collisions of deformed nuclei. Figure 3 shows v2 as function of94

the average transverse momentum in 0-0.5% central Au+Au collisions at
√
sNN =95

200 GeV and U+U collisions at
√
sNN = 193 GeV from STAR. The expected96

anticorrelation between v2 and 〈pT 〉 / 〈〈pT 〉〉 − 1 is observed in collisions of prolate97

238U nuclei. On the other hand, in collisions of oblate 197Au, v2 is observed to be98

essentially flat with only a slight increase of v2 with 〈pT 〉 / 〈〈pT 〉〉 − 1 due to the99

increasing impact parameter. Note that TRENTo with initial state fluctuations can100

capture the trend for Au+Au collisions.101

Figure 4 shows the ρ(v2
n, [pT ]) for n = 2, 3 in Au+Au collisions at

√
sNN = 200102
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GeV and U+U collisions at
√
sNN = 193 GeV as a function of the charged-particle103

multiplicity using standard method.45 The sign-change of ρ(v2
2 , [pT ]) in U+U colli-104

sions is observed towards central collisions, whereas the result from Au+Au colli-105

sions is positive throughout. ρ(v2
3 , [pT ]), which is expected to be fluctuation driven,106

is almost identical between Au+Au and U+U collision systems across the whole107

centrality range. The comparison of ρ(v2
2 , [pT ]) with state-of-the-art hydrodynamic108

calculations shows hierarchical trends, and suggests the most striking signature of109

nuclear deformation β2 of 238U to be around 0.3, observed for the first time in110

high-energy nuclear experiments so far. Moreover, to further constrain the initial111

conditions and transport properities in hydrodynamic evolution, the LHC experi-112

ments42–44 and phenomenological studies36,41,45,46 have also reported the studies113

of the ρ(v2
n, [pT ]).

Fig. 4. The Pearson correlation coefficient ρ(v2
n, [pT ]) for n = 2, 3 in Au+Au at

√
sNN = 200

GeV and U+U collisions at
√
sNN = 193 GeV as a function of the charged-particle multiplicity.

Comparisons with the IP-Glasma+MUSIC+UrQMD41 predicitons are also shown with the added

bands.

114

2.3. Transverse Momentum Fluctuations115

In relativistic heavy-ion collisions, the event-by-event mean transverse momentum116

fluctuations are sensitive to overlap area and energy density fluctuations in the ini-117

tial state.53 Therefore, the shape of the nucleus could also be imaged and the size118

fluctuations could be used to isolate the β2 dependence, especially in central and119

ultra-central collisions. The analytical estimation of shape and size are strongly120

correlated with nuclear deformation as illustrated in Ref.52 So far, experimental121

measurements are limited to the mean transverse momentum and and its vari-122

ance.54–58 To save the computational overhead from loop-calculations, a framework123

for calculating the higher-order dynamical pT cumulants up to fourth-order using124

the standard and subevent methods is established and detailed in Ref.59
125

Figure 5 shows normalized variance, normalized skewness, intensive skewness,126

and normalized kurtosis in Au+Au and U+U collisions as a function of the charged-127
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particle multiplicity. The normalized variance approximately follows a power-law128

dependence as a function of multiplicity owing to dynamical correlations on top of129

correlations arising from independent superposition picture.60 The additional fluc-130

tuation induced by the nuclear deformation β2 of 238U collisions is observed as an131

enhancement in normalized variance, normalized skewness, and intensive skewness.132

Interestingly, the normalized kurtosis in U+U collisions shows a clear and signifi-133

cant sign-change behavior in ultracentral regions. Remarkably, pT fluctuations from134

mean to kurtosis could be used as a complementary tool to probe nuclear structure135

in 238U, 96Ru, and 96Zr with heavy-ion colliders in the future.52
136

Fig. 5. Normalized variance (upper left), normalized skewness (upper right), intensive skewness

(lower left) and normalized kurtosis (lower right) in Au+Au at
√
sNN = 200 GeV and U+U

collisions at
√
sNN = 193 GeV as a function of the charged-particle multiplicity.

2.4. Energy Dependence of Longitudinal Flow Decorrelations137

Initial state fluctuations and final state dynamics of QGP are important properties138

in heavy-ion collisions. The distributions of particle production sources and the139

associated eccentricity, fluctuate along the pseudorapidity (η), which causes a non140

boost-invariant flow, known as flow decorrelations.61–65 To improve the understand-141

ing of the longitudinal structure, a broad range of energy dependence of longitudinal142

flow decorrelations from the LHC to RHIC is crucial. The flow decorrelations are143

usually quantified by the factorization ratio rn(η) =
〈qn(−η)q∗

n(ηref )+qn(η)q∗
n(−ηref )〉

〈qn(η)q∗
n(ηref )+qn(−η)q∗

n(−ηref )〉144
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where the flow vector qn ≡
∑
ωie

inφi/
∑
ωi and ωi is the efficiency correction.145

Fig. 6. The r2(η) (left panel) and r3(η) (right panel) as a function of η/ybeam in 0-10% in Au+Au

collisions at 27 and 200 GeV. A linear fit is in dashed line.

In STAR, such an analysis was performed using the charged particles with 0.4 <146

pT < 4 GeV/c from the Time Projection Chamber (TPC, |η| < 1), and the reference147

flow vector is calculated from the Event Plane Detector (EPD, 2.1 < |ηref | < 5.1)148

and Forward Meson Sepctrometer (FMS, 2.5 < |ηref | < 4) for
√
sNN = 27 and 200149

GeV Au+Au collisions, respectively. To investigate the energy dependence of flow150

decorrelations, a comparison between 27 and 200 GeV has been shown in Fig. 6151

with a beam rapidity normalization. The r2 shows slight energy dependence while152

r3 shows clear energy dependence and a stronger decorrelation at 27 GeV after153

beam-rapidity normalization. In future, collision enery scan using high statistics154

BES-II data and system-size scan would help to better understand the logitudinal155

dynamics in heavy-ion collisions.156

2.5. Collectivity measurements at Fixed-target Program157

To study the possible first-order phase transition and a QCD critical point, the158

BES-I and BES-II data-taking66 with adequate luminosity were achieved. More-159

over, RHIC also pursued the FXT heavy-ion program67 at high baryon density160

region, by inserting a gold target into the beam pipe and circulating one beam, to161

broaden the reach of BES-II data-taking and allow the STAR to access energies162

below
√
sNN=7.7 GeV.163

Left panel in Fig. 7 shows the measurements of the beam energy dependence of164

elliptic flow v2 for all charged particles integrated over pT . The current results from165

4.5 GeV Au+Au FXT are consistent with the trends established by the previously166

published data for various experiments. From squeeze-out to in-plane elliptic ex-167

pansion, the v2 changes sign around 3 - 4 GeV collision energies. Such phenomenon168

has been observed in 3 GeV Au+Au FXT results where π, K and p are shown by169

the filled triangles, open triangles, and filled stars in the middle and right panels170
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Fig. 7. v2 measured by several experiments and STAR 4.5 GeV Au+Au FXT points for protons

and pions are near the transition region.68 v2 scaled by the number of constituent quarks (v2/nq)

as a function of the scaled transverse kinetic energy ((mT −m0) /nq) for pions, kaons and protons

from 3 GeV Au+Au FXT.69

of Fig. 7. The breakdown of NCQ scaling indicates the disappearance of partonic171

collectivity in such low energy collisions. The detailed model comparisons in Ref.69
172

show that partonic interaction is no longer dominant and baryonic scatterings take173

over at 3 GeV.174

Fig. 8. The directed flow slope of dv1/dy|y=0 at midrapidity for baryons (left panel) and mesons

(right panel) are measured at 4.5 GeV Au+Au FXT comparing the STAR BES energies and AGS

E895 experimental results.69

The directed flow reflects the early time expansion, Equation of State (EOS),175

and the nature of phase transition. Figure 8 reports the slope of dv1/dy|y=0 for176

baryons and mesons in 4.5 GeV Au+Au FXT mode. Current proton and Λ directed177

flow are in agreement within the uncertainties. The proton v1 agrees with the E895178

4.3 GeV energy data within errors. Interestingly, the observed difference between π+
179

and π− might be due to the isospin effect at lower energy or Coulomb dynamics.68
180
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3. Search for the Chiral Magnetic Effect181

Relativistic heavy-ion collisions can create the strongest electromagnetic field of182

eB ∼ 1018 G in the universe.70 An imbalance between the numbers of left- and183

right-handed (anti)quarks occurs due to the locally violated parity (P) and charge-184

parity (CP ) symmetries in such a strong B field.71,72 A charge separation along185

the direction of the magnetic field, a novel CME phenomenon, has been extensively186

studied using STAR data.73–75
187

Fig. 9. The isobar collisions at RHIC: the stronger magnetic field of Ru+Ru collisions resulting in

greater separation of charged particles is expected than Zr+Zr collisions. Magnitude and signifi-

cance of the relative difference in the projected γ correlator between Ru+Ru and Zr+Zr at 200

GeV.74

Figure 9 left panel shows the cartoon for isobar collisions at RHIC: the stronger188

magnetic field of Ru+Ru collisions will result in greater separation of charged parti-189

cles than Zr+Zr collisions. The magnitude (left axis) and significance (right axis) of190

the projected difference in γ correlator in isobar runs change accordingly as shown191

in Fig. 9 right panel when a different background level is assumed. It has been192

proposed to be able to determine the CME signal with 5 σ significance if 1.2 billion193

events for each collision system at 200 GeV are taken. The details of the observ-194

ables for CME search can be found in Ref.76 no CME signature that satisfies the195

predefined criteria has been observed in this blind isobar analysis by STAR. How-196

ever, the future unblinded analysis with more comprehensive baselines, background197

estimations and further endeavors based on BES-II data are still ongoing.198

4. Vorticity and Polarization199

Experimental measurements of the hyperon polarization and the theoretical calcu-200

lations from hydrodynamics and transport models reveal that the QGP is a vortical201

fluid.12–22 However, many questions are raised including the sign problems in differ-202

ential measurements of local polarizations, uniform rapidity dependence but energy203

dependence in global polarization. Whether a significant difference between Λ and Λ̄204

global polarization exists, the underlying differences in various theoretical calcula-205

tions and spin/thermal equilibration timescale are also interesting works. Therefore,206
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the precise measurements based on the BES-II data and FXT mode are necessary.207

Fig. 10. The energy dependence of the hyperon global polarization measurements with the newly

added Ξ and Ω in 200 GeV Au+Au 200 results in the left panel from Ref.17 The centrality

dependence of P̄Λ in Au+Au 3 GeV FXT mode comparing to the model calculations from Ref.18

is shown in the right panel.

Figure 10 left panel shows the energy dependence of the hyperon global polar-208

ization measurements with the newly added Ξ and Ω Au+Au 200 GeV results.17
209

The difference of two methods for Ξ polarization extractions is within 1 σ with210

given uncertainties. However, the averaged vaule of two Ξ polarization extractions211

(〈PΞ〉 (%) = 0.47 ± 0.10 (stat) ± 0.23 (syst)) is larger than those for Λ values212

(〈PΛ〉 (%) = 0.24 ± 0.03 ± 0.03). The global polarization value of Ω was also mea-213

sured to be 〈PΩ〉 (%) = 1.11 ± 0.87( stat ) ± 1.97( syst ) for 20%−80% centrality.214

The larger hyperon polarization for more peripheral collisions indicates the in-215

creased vorticity of the system and is observed in data and are compared to the216

calculations from 3FD and AMPT.18
217

5. Future Opportunities218

STAR has finished the scientific data taking for Run-21: 1) The highest priority is219

to complete the second phase of the BES-II program. 2) The second-highest priority220

is four short FXT runs with the detector upgrade of the iTPC and eTOF. 3) The221

third-highest priority is to collect data of O+O runs at
√
sNN= 200 GeV, Au+Au222

runs at
√
sNN= 17.1 GeV and 2 billion events at

√
sNN= 3 GeV in FXT mode.77

223

Thanks to the efficient RHIC operation, we would take the bonus d+Au runs with224

100 million minimumbias and 100 million central events as shown in Table. 1.225

In addition to critical point search, these data will enable STAR to explore,226

with unprecedented precision, numerous important physics. Briefly, some potential227

works on flow, chirality, and vorticity sides are as follows:228

• The high statistics isobar Ru+Ru and Zr+Zr collisions could be used to perform229
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Table 1. STAR Run-21 efficient runs and data-taking.77

Single-Beam Energy
√
sNN Run Time Species Events Priority

(GeV /nucleon ) (Rad/s) (Rad/s)

3.85 7.7 11-20 weeks Au+Au 100M 1

3.85 3(FXT) 3 days Au+Au 300M 2

44.5 9.2(FXT) 0.5 days Au+Au 50M 2

70 11.5(FXT) 0.5 days Au+Au 50M 2

100 13.7(FXT) 0.5 days Au+Au 50M 2

100 200 1 week O+O 400M + 200M(central) 3

8.35 17.1 2.5 weeks Au+Au 250M 3

3.85 3(FXT) 3 weeks Au+Au 2B 3

100 200 1 week d+Au 100M MB + 100M(central) 4

a new and compelling experimental evidence of the nuclear structure including230

nuclear deformation and neutron skin thickness in relativistic nuclear collisions.231

A more profound understanding of the 96Ru and 96Zr nuclei allows us to gain232

the nuclear structure and its effect on the CME search, i.e. isobar baseline and233

background estimations. Theoretical model calculations78–90 are necessary to un-234

derstand above physics. Unlike RIBLL, FRIB and NICA at low and medium en-235

ergies, isobar collisions open up new opportunity to study nuclear structure at a236

very short time scale (∼ 10−23s) through heavy-ion collisions.237

• One fundamental property of light atomic nuclei in unusual nuclear structure238

regimes is the α cluster structure.91,92 It is a good opportunity to directly pro-239

vide experimental evidence using relativistic nuclear collisions for the first time.93
240

Intuitively, the configuration of α nucleonic cluster could be deposited in the ini-241

tial state, therefore such effect could be traced via final state harmonic flow.94–98
242

In conjunction with the measurements of nuclear deformation and neutron skin243

thickness, the basic understanding of the nucleon topological structure could be244

achieved by investigating the α cluster in 16O nuclei at STAR.245

• The interpretation of a fluid-like state in small collisions has been challenged246

due to the small collision size and short thermalization/evolution.51 In under-247

standing the early-time conditions of small systems, O+O runs would allow for a248

direct comparison with a similarly proposed higher-energy O+O run at the LHC.249

Whether the small system collectivity arises from the initial momentum correla-250

tion (ISM) or from the final state interaction (FSM) could be distinguished.24,99
251

• There is a disagreement of triangular flow v3 between STAR and PHENIX29 in252

the small system p/d/3He+Au collisions. The origin of the difference has hitherto253

been not fully understood. More d+Au events with iTPC and EPD detectors254

could help to decipher this puzzle.255

• To study the effect of initial state momentum correlations in small collision sys-256

tems, the correlator ρ
(
v2

2 , [pT ]
)

has been proposed to be a key experimental257

measurement.47,48 The d+Au and O+O collision data in 2021 run provide a258
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potential chance to prove the presence and importance of the initial state mo-259

mentum anisotropies predicted by an effective theory of QCD at RHIC energies.260

• 2 billion events at Au+Au 3 GeV FXT mode providing enhanced statistics enable261

the measurements of proton high-order moments/cumulants. Furthermore, at262

lower energies, the large baryon chemical potential allows to precisely measure φ263

meson flow, hypernuclei lifetime, and binding energy.77
264

• The large data taking in BES-II program and FXT mode is intriguing to study265

the polarization and vorticity of the QGP. The energy and pseudorapidity de-266

pendence of the global polarization at lower energies below 7.7 GeV would be267

better understood.77
268

• A good precision from the RHIC BES-II datasets with EPD detector providing269

a modern versatility for the CME search could be achieved at lower energies,270

where the electromagnetic field may still be larger and the flow/nonflow related271

background may be smaller.272

6. Conclusions and Outlooks273

Recently, the STAR experiment has reported important measurements: anisotropic274

flow in small systems, the nuclear structure probe based on flow correlations with275

mean transverse momentum (ρ(v2
n, [pT ])) and mean transverse momentum fluctu-276

ations, the energy dependence of longitudinal decorrelations, collectivity measure-277

ments in FXT mode, CME search and vorticity/polarization measurements. Be-278

sides, based on the Run-21 efficient data-takings, future opportunities for precise279

measurements are also elaborated.280
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